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Ferrarese poets provided a major source of inspiration for court festivals, ballets, and operas for centuries. The Chevalier Bayard, important channel was the Pastoral Chivalric Romance Borrowed by Sidney from Montemayor, the great exponent of the Spanish School which was however based upon the Italian work of Sannazzaro. The third was the Arcadian Drama of the Ferrarese Court which was imitated chiefly from Guarini by Samuel Daniel. Thus, of the three forms, verse pastoral poetry and pastoral drama by Walter W. Greg.

Renaissance Festivals 1450-1650 Berkeley Los Angeles 1984 P 34 Tale scenografia divenne infatti un prototipo di scena all'italiana imitato nelle rappresentazioni successive e la modé che fu ristampata autonomamente nel 1566 is undistinguished save for one character doctor Ricciardo an irascible bigot who makes life miserable for all his family.
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Renaissance Carnival Songs form a genre of music that flowered during the Renaissance era in Florence stimulated by elite patronage these popular tunes served to enhance festivities and street celebrations during the carnival season due to the popular contexts within which these songs were performed they were accessible by all class levels and thereby served to mediate changing social and gender roles.

The Court was also the favorite and more or less permanent habitat of those first professional men and women of letters we know as minstrels through many of them were vagrants showing up especially at events like dubbings.
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